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Driftwood Cottage-Sherryl Woods 2017-04-01 Return to the beloved town
of Chesapeake Shores in this beloved tale of second chances and pursuing
dreams by #1 New York Times bestselling author Sherryl Woods—and
watch the new series Chesapeake Shores on Hallmark Channel! Single mom
Heather Donovan’s dreams of home and family are tantalizingly within
reach when she settles in Chesapeake Shores. The welcoming arms of the
boisterous, loving O’Brien clan embrace her and her son. But accepting
their support seems to further alienate her son’s father, Connor O’Brien. His
parents’ divorce and his career as a high-powered divorce attorney have left
him jaded about marriage. Then everything changes. Will the possibility of a
future without Heather make Connor look at love and his career differently?
Heather’s just about given up on her old dreams—of love, of family and
especially of Driftwood Cottage, the home she secretly wishes were hers.
It’s going to take a lot of persuasion—and some help from the O’Brien
family—to make Heather believe that some dreams are worth fighting for.
Originally published in 2011.

Amante renacido / Lover Reborn-J. R. Ward 2016-01-26 "Desde la muerte
de su shellan, Tohrment ha dejado de ser el valeroso líder vampiro que fue
antaño. Físicamente demacrado y con el corazón roto después de su
pérdida, ha sido devuelto a la Hermandad por un ángel caído. Ahora que ha
de estar listo para la lucha, no siente el hambre de venganza de antes y no
está preparado para la nueva tragedia que le espera"--Description from
publisher's website.

Amante Renacido-J. R. Ward 2014-04-25 "Desde la muerte de su shellan,
Tohrment ha dejado de ser el valeroso líder vampiro que fue antaño.
Físicamente demacrado y con el corazón roto después de su pérdida, ha
sido devuelto a la Hermandad por un ángel caído. Ahora que ha de estar
listo para la lucha, no siente el hambre de venganza de antes y no está
preparado para la nueva tragedia que le espera"--Description from
publisher's website.

Possession-J.R. Ward 2013-10-01 #1 New York Times bestselling author J.
R. Ward explores what really happens when good and evil toy with humanity
in her new novel of the Fallen Angels.... When Cait Douglass resolves to get
over her broken heart and lose her inhibitions, she’s unprepared for the two
sensual men who cross her path. Torn between them, she doesn’t know
which to choose—or what kind of dire consequences could follow. Jim
Heron, fallen angel and reluctant savior, is ahead in the war, but he puts
everything at risk when he seeks to make a deal with the devil—literally. As
yet another soul is unwittingly caught in the battle between him and the
demon Devina, his fixation on an innocent trapped in Hell threatens to
sidetrack him from his sacred duty.... Can good still prevail if true love
makes a savior weak? And will a woman’s future be the key, or the curse,
for all of humanity? Only time, and hearts, will tell.

Dead After Dark-Sherrilyn Kenyon 2008-12-02 From beloved authors
Sherrilyn Kenyon, J.R. Ward, Susan Squires, and Dianna Love comes Dead
After Dark, a paranormal romance collection of four fantastic stories.
SHERRILYN KENYON "Shadow of the Moon" Angelia has fought her entire
life to make herself strong. Now, with her patria under fire, she has to
protect her people from Fury and his werewolf clan. Vowing to bring him to
justice, Angelia sets out alone...until the hunter becomes the hunted, and
the only way for her to survive is to trust the very wolf she's sworn to kill.
J.R. WARD "The Story of Son" Claire Stroughton is a beautiful lawyer who
would rather spend the night with a legal brief than the man of her dreams.
Then a routine client meeting turns dangerous—and deeply sensual—when
she is held captive by a gorgeous man with an unworldly hunger... SUSAN
SQUIRES "Seize the Night" When Drew Carlowe returns home to win back
a lost love, he is quick to dismiss rumors that his estate is haunted by a
stunning young ghost...until one passionate encounter leaves him
mystified—and aching for more. DIANNA LOVE "Midnight Kiss Goodbye"
Trey McCree possesses an insatiable desire for Sasha Armand—and
supernatural powers that could endanger her life as a human. But when
they team up to stop an evil warlord, Trey discovers that Sasha can do way
more than

Priceless-Christina Dodd 2009-03-17 Headstrong and adventurous,
Bronwyn Edana regularly stuns polite society with her reckless exploits. But
there is one type of exploit the fiery beauty has never experienced. Still
innocent when it comes to men and their roguish ways, she can barely
believe the breathless desire she has begun to feel for Adam Keane, a
distinguished nobleman and a man with more than his fair share of
liaisonsin his past . . . Now branded by a haunting tragedy, Adam will not
rest until he lures Bronwyn to his bed. When a shocking conspiracy
threatens their lives, he'll bring her from the dangerous streets of London to
the sweeping countryside—for he has seen enough of the world to know that
a passion like theirs is priceless.

Father Mine: Zsadist and Bella's Story-J.R. Ward 2008-10-07 Ever since
the birth of his daughter, Nalla, Zsadist has been regressing further and
further into the life he led before he met Bella, his beautiful shellan. He has
been waking up in cold sweats due to nightmares from his past, hasn't made
love to his wife, and won't hold his baby girl, for fear that he might hurt her.
While Nalla's presence had consisted of only joy and excitement in first
couple months of her life, now it seems to be driving the couple apart. Bella
is afraid that she and Nalla just may need to leave her hellren. But then
Zsadist gets injured on a mission to fight the lessers and because he hasn't
been feeding from Bella, almost loses his life. Could this near-death
experience create the motivation to pull this couple back together? Or has
the gap between them spanned too far for redemption?

Blood Fury-J. R. Ward 2018 "Brothers at the Black Dagger Brotherhood
training center push recruits to the limit to become faster and stronger than
ever before as they continue preparing for the fight against the lessening
society. Novo, a resilient survivor and a bit rough around the edges, has
overcome a great deal, including her intense attraction to suave,
aristocratic Peyton. The two fighters shared a passionate physical
connection. But when Peyton finally comes to terms with and admits his
true feelings for Novo she rejects him for a more stable male. Now they
must train in close quarters and eventually confront the feelings they still
undoubtedly harbor for one another"--

Leaping Hearts-J.R. Ward 2012-07-03 A.J. Sutherland knows her own
mind. She also knows a champion when she sees him… Everyone thinks A.J.
Sutherland is crazy to buy a rogue stallion that no rider or trainer has been
able to tame. But if anybody has the hustle to make something out of that
hell-raiser, it’s her. She can’t do it alone, however, and goes after the great
Devlin McCloud, an equestrian legend with a bad leg- and a worse attitude.
Devlin recognizes a fighter when he sees one- and that horse isn’t a
wallflower, either. Before he knows it, he’s got a wild stallion in his empty
stable and a hot-headed, heavenly-bodied rider sleeping on his couch. But
can he get all three of them through the championship in one piece? This
passion he’s found with his rider is compromising training- and at this level
of competition, any distraction is not just unprofessional, but downright
deadly...
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Wondrous Strange-Lesley Livingston 2012-05-08 Kelley Winslow is living
her dream. Seventeen years old, she has moved to New York City and
started work with a theatre company. Sure, she’s only an understudy for the
Avalon Players, a third-tier repertory company so far off-Broadway it might
as well be in Hoboken, but things are looking up—the lead has broken her
ankle and Kelley’s about to step into the role of Titania the Faerie Queen in
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. But Faeries are far more real
than Kelley thinks, and a chance encounter in Central Park with a handsome
young man named Sonny Flannery plunges her into an adventure she could
never have imagined. Sonny and Kelley find themselves drawn to each
other—and into a terrible plot that could spell disaster for both New York
and the Faerie realm alike.
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League and its assassins rule, where betrayal and treachery are
everywhere, the only survivors are those ones who are...born of shadows.
For Caillen Dagan, a defiant soldier of fortune, survival isn't a right, it's a
brutal daily battle. Moving through the Ichidaian universe like a wraith, his
brushes with the law and death are legendary. But when an act of rare
heroism reveals his hidden birthright, he's forced into a world much more
dangerous and cold-hearted than the bloody streets where he was raisedone of obscene wealth and lethal politics. Ferocious and determined,
Desideria serves as an official bodyguard for her queen. Born of
questionable genetics, she will do anything to prove herself worthy of the
weapons she carries and the position she's won by combat. But when she
uncovers a ruthless plot to assassinate the queen and overthrow her
country's government, Desideria is caught in the crosshairs. With
assassination contracts out on both of them, Caillen and Desideria must
learn to fight together or die alone. And if they fail, their governments will
fall into the hands of an unimaginable evil.

Immortal-J. R. Ward 2015-03-03 Reluctant savior Jim Heron risks his
salvation while confronting the greatest challenge of his existence, as he
tries to save Sissy, the woman he freed from Hell.

The Story of Son-J. R. Ward 2015-04-14 First released in the anthology
Dead After Dark, dive into this hot novella from #1 New York Times
bestselling author J.R. Ward. Available for the first time ever as a
standalone ebook, get lost in the sinful pleasures of a vampire so obsessed
with one woman, he will relinquish her blood, if only he can have her
heart... Held captive by a dark, seductive vampire with an unworldly
hunger, the beautiful Claire Stroughton fears her life as a lawyer has
irrevocably taken a turn for the worse. But when this deeply sensual-and
highly dangerous-vampire convinces Claire that his desire for her is
stronger than his lust for blood, she is compelled to give everything up to
him, body and soul...in The Story of Son.

Lover Eternal-J. R. Ward 2012 Fierce warrior and legendary lover, Rhage,
a vampire cursed by the Scribe Virgin and owned by the dark side, finds
salvation in Mary Luce, the innocent young beauty he has sworn to protect.

Lessons From a Scarlet Lady-Emma Wildes 2010-01-05 No real lady
should take lessons from a scarlet woman... The Duke of Rolthven's new
wife, Brianna, is the perfect aristocratic bride. So what would society say if
they saw her with a copy of Lady Rothburg's Advice--a courtesan's lessons
for the boudoir? When his innocent wife suddenly becomes a vixen in the
bedroom, the proper Duke is truly astounded by her seductive powers.
Following a courtesan's advice might lead to trouble-but will it lead to
Brianna's ultimate desire: winning her husband's love?

Blood Truth-J.R. Ward 2020-02-25 The #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the “utterly absorbing” (Angela Knight, New York Times
bestselling author) Black Dagger Brotherhood series and The Savior brings
you the next sizzling and passionate paranormal romance in the Black
Dagger Legacy series. As a trainee in the Black Dagger Brotherhood’s
program, Boone has triumphed as a soldier and now fights side by side with
the Brothers. Following his sire’s unexpected death, he is taken off rotation
against his protests—and finds himself working with a former homicide cop
to catch a serial killer: Someone is targeting females of the species at a live
action role play club. When the Brotherhood is called in to help, Boone
insists on being part of the effort—and the last thing he expects to meet is
an enticing, mysterious female...who changes his life forever. Ever since her
sister was murdered at the club, Helaine has been committed to finding her
killer, no matter the danger she faces. When she crosses paths with Boone,
she doesn’t know whether to trust him—and then she has no choice. As she
herself becomes a target, and someone close to the Brotherhood is
identified as the prime suspect, the two must work together to solve the
mystery...before it’s too late. Will a madman come between the lovers, or
will true love and goodness triumph over a very mortal evil?

The King-J. R. Ward 2014-08-26 The war with the Lessening Society
continues, with the added threat of the Band of Bastards, after Wrath and
his mate take the throne. Reprint.

Lover Reborn-J.R. Ward 2012-03-27 #1 New York Times bestselling author
J. R. Ward’s “different, creative, dark, violent, and flat-out amazing”* Black
Dagger Brotherhood series continues as a vampire warrior crosses the line
between life and death…into a world of dark dreams and darker desires.
Ever since the death of his shellan, Tohrment has been a heartbroken
shadow of the vampire leader he once was. Brought back to the
Brotherhood by a self-serving fallen angel, he fights again with ruthless
vengeance, unprepared for a new tragedy. Seeing his beloved in
dreams—trapped in a cold, isolated netherworld—Tohr turns to the angel
Lassiter to save his former mate. The only way to rescue her is for Tohr to
love another. As war with the lessers rages, and a new clan of vampires vie
for the Blind King’s throne, Tohr struggles between an unforgettable past
and a hot, passion-filled future. But can his heart let go and set all of them
free? * All About Romance

Dark Lover-J.R. Ward 2005-09-06 See where it all began in the first
phenomenal novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger
Brotherhood series... The only purebred vampire left on the planet and the
leader of the Black Dagger Brotherhood, Wrath has a score to settle with
the slayers who killed his parents centuries ago. But when his most trusted
fighter is killed—orphaning a half-breed daughter unaware of her heritage
or her fate—Wrath must put down his dagger and usher the beautiful female
into another world. Racked by a restlessness in her body that wasn’t there
before, Beth Randall is helpless against the dangerously sexy man who
comes to her at night with shadows in his eyes. His tales of the Brotherhood
and blood frighten her. Yet his touch ignites a dawning new hunger—one
that threatens to consume them both... INCLUDES A NEW LETTER FROM
J. R. WARD

Fantasy-Christine Feehan 2002-03-26 Give in to your desires with this
collection of stories from four of today's hottest romance authors—including
#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. You have nothing
to lose...but your inhibitions. In the Leopard novella “The Awakening,” a
beautiful naturalist’s dream to live among the feral jungle creatures comes
true under the blazing heat of the Borneo sun. But an untamed, irresistible
beast of another sort forces her to explore her own wild side... Join Sabrina
Jeffries at “The Widow’s Auction” where adventurous ladies in Victorian
London are available to the highest bidder. Yet how far will a modest widow
go to fulfill her fantasy of being auctioned off as a rake’s midnight
plaything? In Emma Holly’s “Luisa’s Desire,” a child of midnight has arrived
in a spiritual Tibetan refuge to rid herself of wicked desires. Here this
ageless beauty meets the one man who can save her—or damn her soul
forever... And in Elda Minger’s “Mr. Speedy,” a private, all-male school for
seduction sets the stage for a tenacious woman who might just graduate
with honors—if she can maintain her disguise long enough to give the man
of her dreams a few lessons...

Devil's Cut-J.R. Ward 2017-08-01 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In J.
R. Ward’s thrilling finale to her Bourbon Kings series, the Bradford family
dynasty teeters on the edge of collapse after the murder of their
patriarch—and a shocking arrest. At first, the death of William Baldwine,
the head of the Bradford family, was ruled a suicide. But then his eldest son
and sworn enemy, Edward, came forward and confessed to what was, in
fact, a murder. Now in police custody, Edward mourns not the
disintegration of his family or his loss of freedom . . . but the woman he left
behind. His love, Sutton Smythe, is the only person he has ever truly cared
about, but as she is the CEO of the Bradford Bourbon Company’s biggest
competitor, any relationship between them is impossible. And then there’s
the reality of the jail time that Edward is facing. Lane Baldwine was
supposed to remain in his role of playboy, forever in his big brother
Edward’s shadow. Instead he has become the new head of the family and
the company. Convinced that Edward is covering for someone else, Lane
and his true love, Lizzie King, go on the trail of a killer—only to discover a
secret that is as devastating as it is game-changing. As Lane rushes to
discover the truth, and Sutton finds herself irresistibly drawn to Edward in
spite of his circumstances, the lives of everyone at Easterly will never be the
same again. For some, this is good; for others, it could be a tragedy beyond
imagining. Only one thing is for certain: Love survives all things. Even
murder. Praise for J. R. Ward’s Bourbon Kings series “A most sinful
indulgence . . . The gorgeous Kentucky backdrop will sweep you

Rookie Read-About Holidays-Scholastic Library Publishing 2013-09-01
Simple, engaging nonfiction text and vivid photographs introduce young
learners to important holidays from around the world. From Martin Luther
King Day to Thanksgiving, young readers will learn about how these
holidays began and how they are celebrated today.

Crave-J. R. Ward 2010 With his life in the hands of public defender Grier
Childe, black-ops soldier Isaac Rothe discovers that his soul is in danger and
that the key to his survival is the woman he has sworn to resist.

Born of Shadows-Sherrilyn Kenyon 2011-04-26 In a world where the
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away.”—Susan Wiggs “Breathless fun!”—Lisa Gardner

author and “master of contemporary romance, with heroes so hot they set
the pages on fire” (Gena Showalter, New York Times bestselling author), a
steamy romantic suspense novel about arson investigator, Anne Ashburn,
who is consumed by her troubled past, her family’s scorched legacy, and her
current case: chasing a deadly killer. Anne Ashburn is a woman consumed…
Strong-willed and brash, Anne relished the thrill of fighting fires. But when
one risky decision at a warehouse scene changes her life forever, she must
reinvent not only her job, but her whole self. Despite the desire to move on,
Anne finds her new career as an arson investigator a pale substitute for all
the adrenaline-fueled buzz she left behind. She doesn’t believe she will ever
feel that same all-consuming passion for a job again—until a string of
suspicious fires endangers the lives of her former colleagues. Danny
McGuire is the best fireman in the city but in the midst of a personal
meltdown. He’s taking risks like never before thanks to a reckless death
wish—until he teams up with Anne to find the fire starter. Passion flares
between them—not for the first time—but as Anne narrows in on her target,
the arsonist marks her as the next victim in this firestorm of a novel. With
heart-pounding suspense and sizzling romance, Consumed is a compulsively
readable novel that “you won’t be able to put down” (USA TODAY).

The Chosen-J.R. Ward 2017-04-04 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A
scorching forbidden love threatens to tear a rift through the Black Dagger
Brotherhood in J. R. Ward’s newest novel in the #1 New York Times
bestselling series. Xcor, leader of the Band of Bastards, convicted of treason
against the Blind King, is facing a brutal interrogation and torturous death
at the hands of the Black Dagger Brotherhood. Yet after a life marked by
cruelty and evil deeds, he accepts his soldier’s fate, his sole regret the loss
of a sacred female who was never his: the Chosen Layla. Layla alone knows
the truth that will save Xcor’s life. But revealing his sacrifice and his hidden
heritage will expose them both and destroy everything Layla holds
dear—even her role of mother to her precious young. Torn between love and
loyalty, she must summon the courage to stand up against the only family
she has for the only man she will ever love. Yet even if Xcor is somehow
granted a reprieve, he and Layla would have to confront a graver challenge:
bridging the chasm that divides their worlds without paving the way for a
future of even greater war, desolation, and death. As a dangerous old enemy
returns to Caldwell, and the identity of a new deity is revealed, nothing is
certain or safe in the world of the Black Dagger Brotherhood, not even true
love . . . or destinies that have long seemed set in stone. Praise for J. R.
Ward’s Black Dagger Brotherhood series “Utterly absorbing and deliciously
erotic.”—Angela Knight “To die for . . . I love this series!”—Suzanne
Brockmann

Lover Enshrined-J. R. Ward 2008 WARD/LOVER ENSHRINED

Everything I Know about Love I Learned from Romance Novels-Sarah
Wendell 2011-10-01 Take a dashing hero with a heart of gold and a mullet
of awesome. Add a heroine with a bustle and the will to kick major butt.
Then include enough contrivances to keep them fighting while getting them
alone and possibly without key pieces of clothing, and what do you have? A
romance novel. What else? Enough lessons about life, love, and everything
in between to help you with your own happily-ever-after. Lessons like...
•Romance means believing you are worthy of a happy ending •Learning to
tell the prince from the frog •Real-life romance is still alive and kicking •No
matter how bad it is, at least you haven't been kidnapped by a Scottish duke
(probably) Sarah Wendell is cofounder of one of the top romance blogs,
SmartBitchesTrashyBooks.com.

Avenger's Angel-Heather Killough-Walden 2011-11-01 When four female
angels were created for the archangels Michael, Gabriel, Uriel and Azrael, a
chaos spurned by jealousy erupted, and the archesses were secreted to
Earth. The four favored archangels followed, prompting a search that has
lasted millennia. But for Uriel, the former Archangel of vengeance, the
search ends the moment he lays eyes on Eleanor Granger, his one true
archess. Can he protect her from the danger lying in wait for her - and win
her heart?

Envy-J.R. Ward 2011-09-06 A man and a woman tread the lines of danger,
desire, and deliverance in this novel of the Fallen Angels—from the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series. As
the son of a serial killer, homicide detective Thomas “Veck” DelVecchio, Jr.,
grew up in the shadow of evil. Now, on the knife-edge between civic duty
and blind retribution, he atones for the sins of his father—while fighting his
inner demons. Assigned to monitor Veck is Internal Affairs officer Sophia
Reilly, whose interest in him is both professional and arousingly personal.
And Veck and Sophia have another link: Jim Heron, a mysterious stranger
with too many answers to questions that are deadly. When Veck and Sophia
are drawn into the ultimate battle between good and evil, their fallen angel
savior is the only thing that stands between them and eternal damnation.

The Raven-Sylvain Reynard 2015-02-03 From the New York Times
bestselling author of the Gabriel series comes a dark, sensual tale of
romance in a city shrouded in mystery . . . Raven Wood spends her days at
Florence’s Uffizi gallery restoring Renaissance art. But an innocent walk
home after an evening with friends changes her life forever. When she
intervenes in the senseless beating of a homeless man, his attackers turn on
her, dragging her into an alley. Raven is only semiconscious when their
assault is interrupted by a cacophony of growls followed by her attackers’
screams. Mercifully, she blacks out, but not before catching a glimpse of a
shadowy figure who whispers to her . . . Cassita vulneratus. When Raven
awakes, she is inexplicably changed. Upon returning to the Uffizi, no one
recognizes her. More disturbingly, she discovers that she’s been absent an
entire week. With no recollection of her disappearance, Raven learns that
her absence coincides with one of the largest robberies in Uffizi history—the
theft of a set of priceless Botticelli illustrations. When the police identify her
as their prime suspect, Raven is desperate to clear her name. She seeks out
one of Florence’s wealthiest and most elusive men in an attempt to uncover
the truth. Their encounter leads Raven to a dark underworld whose
inhabitants kill to keep their secrets . . .

An Irresistible Bachelor-J.R. Ward 2011-07-05 Art conservator Callie
Burke's new assignment is restoring a masterpiece owned by ruthless,
wealthy, and sexy politico Jack Walker. When she's persuaded to move into
Jack's sprawling estate to finish the job, a mere business proposition turns
into something far more complicated-and passionate.

Changó, the Biggest Badass-Manuel Zapata Olivella 2010 "Translated
into English and spanning three continents, this epic novel of the African
Diaspora in the Americas recounts over five centuries of displacement and
servitude. Employing multiple narrative voices and encompassing all
Western hemisphere inhabitants--past and present, historical and mythical-this novel expands our conception of 'American'"--Provided by publisher.

Lover Avenged-J. R. Ward 2009 Rehvenge, a "symphath" vampire who gets
energy from the emotions of others, is recruited by a faction that wants to
assassinate the vampire king and is attracted to the innocence of vampire
nurse, Ehlena, who rejects him.

Blood Vow-J. R. Ward 2017-05-23 A new recruit to the Black Dagger
Brotherhood's training program, Axe is a cunning and vicious fighter. But
when he takes on a side job as a bodyguard, he's unprepared to battle the
animal attraction that flares between him and the female aristocrat he is
sworn to protect. For Elise, Axe's dangerously erotic appeal is enticing-and
a balm for her grief after her cousin's horrific murder. But as their physical
connection deepens, Axe fears the tortured secrets he keeps will tear them
apart. Rhage, the Brother with the biggest heart, wants to help Axe realize
his full potential. But when Rhage's family is unexpectedly threatened, he
finds himself back in the trenches, fighting a destiny that will destroy all he
holds dear. As Axe's past becomes known, and fate seems to trun against
Rhage, both males must reach deep-and pray that love, not anger, will be
their lantern in the darkness.

Philosophy and Revolution-Raya Dunayevskaya 2003 Few thought
systems have been as distorted and sometimes misconstrued as those of
Marx and Hegel. Philosophy and Revolution, presented here in a new
edition, attempts to save Marx from interpretations which restrict the
revolutionary significance of the philosophy behind his theory. Developing
her breakthrough on Hegel's Absolute Idea, Raya Dunayevskaya, who died
in the June of 1987, aims at a total liberation of the human person--not only
from the ills of a capitalist society, but also from the equally oppressive
state capitalism of established communist governments. She assumes within
her theory of class struggle issues as diverse as feminism, black liberation,
and even the new nationalism of third world countries. Moreover,
Dunayevskaya combines within herself an incorruptible objectivity with a
passionate political attitude, making this work a vibrant and concrete
discussion of the vicissitudes of society, justice, equality, and existence.

Consumed-J.R. Ward 2019-06-18 From the #1 New York Times bestselling

The Sinner-J.R. Ward 2020-03-24 A sinner’s only hope is true love in this
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passionate new novel in J.R. Ward’s #1 New York Times bestselling Black
Dagger Brotherhood series. Syn has kept his side hustle as a mercenary a
secret from the Black Dagger Brotherhood. When he takes another hit job,
he not only crosses the path of the vampire race’s new enemy, but also that
of a half-breed in danger of dying during her transition. Jo Early has no idea
what her true nature is, and when a mysterious man appears out of the
darkness, she is torn between their erotic connection and the sense that
something is very wrong. Fate anointed Butch O’Neal as the Dhestroyer, the
fulfiller of the prophecy that foresees the end of the Omega. As the war with
the Lessening Society comes to a head, Butch gets an unexpected ally in
Syn. But can he trust the male—or is the warrior with the bad past a deadly
complication? With time running out, Jo gets swept up in the fighting and
must join with Syn and the Brotherhood against true evil. In the end, will
love true prevail...or was the prophecy wrong all along?

college quarterback, a national star. I thought he was just another one of
those guys ... the type every girl should stay away from, but he's carrying
more than the weight of the football team on his shoulders. He unravels the
feelings and beliefs I've held onto for so long. I thought we had it all figured
out. Two people who'd finally found their happily ever after, but the past
always has a way of sneaking into the present. With one decision,
everything changes ... forever.

Dark Storm-Christine Feehan 2012-10-02 Return to the “steamy and
dreamy” (Publishers Weekly) world of Christine Feehan’s #1 New York
Times bestselling Carpathian novels as thundering passions signal a dark
force on the horizon... Buried alive for hundreds of years in a volcano in
South America, Dax worries that he has become the abomination that every
Carpathian male fears, a victim of the insidious evil that has crept
relentlessly into his mind and body over the centuries. But Dax isn’t the only
one emerging from the darkness... His name is Mitro, and he once stood by
the side of the prince of the Carpathian people. Now he is the epitome of
malevolence, and perpetrator of one of the most shocking killing sprees
known to man. No one escaped the bloodshed, including his lifemate,
Arabejila. Now, between Dax and Mitro, a violent game has begun—one that
has marked Riley Parker, the last descendent of Arabejila, as the reward.

History of Psychology-Thomas Hardy Leahey 2009-01-07 MySearchLab
provides students with a complete understanding of the research process so
they can complete research projects confidently and efficiently. Students
and instructors with an internet connection can visit
www.MySearchLab.com and receive immediate access to thousands of full
articles from the EBSCO ContentSelect database. In addition, MySearchLab
offers extensive content on the research process itself—including tips on
how to navigate and maximize time in the campus library, a step-by-step
guide on writing a research paper, and instructions on how to finish an
academic assignment with endnotes and bibliography. This narrative history
of psychology from the ancient Greeks through the present focuses on the
main philosophical themes that have guided thinking in psychology, while
carefully considering the subject in its religious, social, and literary
contexts. Topics include: background to psychology, containing information
about the origins, spirituality, the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth
centuries; founding psychology, including scientific psychology, and
Sigmund Freud and psychoanalysis; and modern psychology. An excellent
reference work for psychologists and psychoanalysts.

Covet-J.R. Ward 2009-09-29 From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series comes the first Novel of the
Fallen Angels. Redemption isn’t a word Jim Heron knows much about—his
specialty is revenge, and to him, sin is all relative. But everything changes
when he becomes a fallen angel and is charged with saving the souls of
seven people from the seven deadly sins. And failure is not an option. Vin
diPietro surrendered himself to his business—until fate intervenes in the
form of a tough-talking, Harley-riding, self-professed savior, and a woman
who makes him question his destiny. With an ancient evil ready to claim
him, Vin has to work with a fallen angel not only to win his beloved
over…but redeem his very soul.

Changing Forever-Lisa De Jong 2014-06-20 I've always let my past dictate
my future, letting it paint a picture of exactly what I don't want to be. Where
I don't want to end up. Drake Chambers is as arrogant as I am stubborn. A
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